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Background
On January 25th, the District of Columbia Deputy Mayor for Education released “Quality
Schools: Every Child, Every School, Every Neighborhood”.1 The study was paid for by the
Walton Foundation and prepared by the Illinois Facilities Fund (IFF), a Chicago-based charter
finance and real estate advisory organization.2 Preparation of the study was overseen by IFF’s
Director of Research, Dr. Jovita Baber.3
The study comes at a time when the District is within about five years of completing an
ambitious modernization and right-sizing program for its public school facilities, and a long and
substantial decline in enrollment in DCPS’s traditional public schools has slowed and may have
begun to reverse. Perhaps not un-relatedly, some of the District’s neighborhoods have also
begun to reverse decades of declining population that saw the loss of much of its middle class.

Summary
IFF’s study purports to identify “service gaps” between the supply of and demand for
“performing seats” in both DCPS and public charter schools. IFF describes its study:
At its core, this study is a supply and demand analysis. It subtracts the number of seats in
performing schools from the number of students in the public system and provides that data by
cluster for each of the 39 neighborhood clusters designated by the DC government for
community planning purposes. To identify schools providing performing seats, the study
averages the percent proficient in 2011 DC Comprehensive Assessment System (DC‐CAS) and the
predicted percent proficient in 2016, for each grade division (K‐5, 6‐8 and 9‐12). To predict
whether a school is likely to meet or exceed current state standards in the next five years (2016),
the study uses an extrapolative regression of DC‐CAS results over the past five years (2007‐
2011). Based on the mean of the 2011 standardized test scores and a predicted projection for
2016, each school is ranked. The top quartile of schools is considered performing and referred to
as Tier 1 in a four tier system. Tier 1 schools have a high level of achievement on the 2011 DC‐
CAS results, a steep improvement slope over the past five years or both (IFF, p.6).
1

A link to a pdf file of the full study can be found at the Deputy Mayor’s website at:
http://dme.dc.gov/DC/DME/IFF+Needs+Assessment+Report).
2
IFF’s web site describes itself as “as stakeholder in the charter school and early care and education
sectors…”. See: http://www.iff.org/policy-and-research, and http://www.iff.org/lending, viewed January
31, 2012.
3
Dr. Baber has no evident qualifications in the subject area, or in quantitative research. Dr. Baber is
affiliated with the Spanish|Portugese|Italian Department at the University of Illinois, Urbana campus. Her
publications concern post-colonial Mexico and Iberia. See: http://www.sip.illinois.edu/people/jbaber,
viewed January 31, 2012.
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The report then makes recommendations that it presumes will close these service gaps. IFF
summarizes its recommendations:
Increasing the number of performing seats is paramount. This study demonstrates that the
actions with the greatest value for students will occur if DCPS and the Public Charter School
Board (PCSB) work together to concentrate on the ten priority neighborhood clusters. In
particular, IFF recommends:
1. Invest in facilities and programs to accelerate performance in Tier 2 schools.
2. Close or turnaround Tier 4 DCPS schools. Close Tier 4 charter schools.
3. Fill seats in Tier 1 schools. Sustain the performing capacity of Tier 1 schools.
4. Monitor Tier 3 schools (IFF, p.6).

Unfortunately, the study’s methodology, analysis, and recommendations are so seriously flawed,
they fail to provide a valid basis for any actionable policies, or for guiding public investment or
for school facilities planning.
Were the study’s recommendations to be implemented, the immediate effect would be to halt and
hamstring scheduled modernizations of schools throughout the District. They would cause
unwarranted disruption and uncertainty for thousands of students and families, while reducing
accountability and fostering public distrust. They would also close and transfer governance of
dozens of DCPS schools to charter operators, and turn over control of these real estate assets to
the Public Charter School Board (PCSB) for use as “incentives” and disposition as it sees fit.

IFF’s Expected Outcomes are Based on Conjecture


The key premise of the study is that higher-performance follows charter operators to lowperforming schools, and that undefined investment will do the same for tier 2 schools.



When asked, IFF’s research director was unable to identify a low-performing school in
any of the five large urban cities where it has made similar recommendations that were
transformed to high-performing status upon transfer to a charter operator.



Much of the “creaming” effect that can result from re-sorting existing student populations
into new and/or reorganized schools may have already occurred in the District which has
the second-highest percent of students attending charter schools nationally, and a number
of successful specialty schools.

No Evidence for IFF’s Speculated Outcomes


Transfer of Anacostia, Dunbar, and Coolidge High Schools to a charter operator in 2008
did not elevate them to high-performing status. The charter manager for two of these
schools was asked to leave after two years.



A review and analysis of transformation case studies prepared for the U.S. Department of
Education (DOEd) found fewer than three dozen successful examples nationwide, for
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which only “minimal” evidence was found that transformation strategies had any affect
whatsoever on outcomes (see: http://ies.ed.gov/ncee/wwc/PracticeGuide.aspx?sid=7).


A 2011 study of an urban school system found the post-closure and transfer performance
of students from closed schools was adversely affected. Adverse affects were minimized
when students were combined with the student body of an existing higher-performing
school. This is not what IFF’s recommendations would accomplish in the District, (see:
http://www.sree.org/conferences/2011/program/downloads/abstracts/34.pdf.



Because few (if any) high-performing District schools have excess capacity, and most
charter students are likely to attend schools near their place of residence, the existing
student body of schools IFF targets for closure can be expected to transfer largely intact
to new charter schools, many to be located in the identical buildings or in a nearby
replacement.



A 2009 “matched pair” study designed to eliminate differences in student demographics
as a factor found charter schools to have under-performed their matched pair traditional
public schools (see:
http://greatlakescenter.org/docs/Think_Twice/TT_Miron_CREDO.pdf.

Lack of Qualifications


IFF’s director of research, who oversaw its study of the District, lacks any prior
publications, quantitative analysis, or expertise in education and pedagogic research (see
Appendix A).

Conflicts


IFF recommends closing dozens of (mostly DCPS) schools and transferring the publiclyowned real estate assets to the DC Public Charter School Board (PCSB) for use as
“incentives” to charter operators and disposition as the PCSB sees fit. However, IFF is a
self-described charter school “stakeholder” that provides real estate consulting services to
charter operators. As a conduit lender to charters it also has a potential financial interest
in the implementation of its recommendations.

Invalid Methodology and Analysis


Single-variate regression models are used by IFF to estimate trend lines based on five or
fewer data points for each school. This approach is unlikely to have generated high Rsquare values or statistically significant results for many (and possibly most) schools.



Data for some schools are corrupted by cheating that reportedly occurred from 2008 to
2011.



IFF’s methodology does not employ a more appropriate longitudinal model. Rather, its
static single-variate model (erroneously) presumes the attributes of the modeled cohort
apply to the following cohort, and fails to account for other factors known to affect
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outcomes (e.g., special education, ELL, economically disadvantaged).


IFF’s tier assignments are essentially arbitrary. For example, the upper two tier 4 slots
are occupied by Roosevelt and Cardozo high schools. IFF relegates them for closure and
transfer (and perhaps for demolition), yet their forecast proficiency exceeds about a
dozen tier 3 schools.

It’s also of no small concern that IFF’s arbitrary replacement cost hurdle could consign to
demolition some of the District’s most prominent and historic legacy properties. Had its
recommendations been in effect at the time, Wilson, Cardozo, and Walls Senior High Schools
together with Janney Elementary could have met with the wrecking ball.

Discussion of Methodological and Analytical Issues
IFF’s analysis is flawed by a paucity of data points, corrupted data, and a methodology that relies
on the single variable of time to forecast the performance of students in 2016 – many of whom
have yet to enroll in school or take their first DC-CAS tests.
One can have little confidence in the predictive value of such a model. IFF explicitly
acknowledges its model is inappropriate for the purposes for which it is utilized:
“This model cannot and does not purport to forecast the percent that will be proficient
in a school in 2016" (IFF, p. 9, emphasis added).

Yet, this is precisely what IFF inexplicably proceeds to do.
Its forecasts of proficiency are the core of IFF’s study. They are used to profile schools into four
tiers and to condemn those in the third to dis-investment (and likely future closure), and the
fourth tier to summary closure and transfer to charter operators.
Demonstrating an astounding disregard for the limitations of its methods and data also enables
IFF to foresee the achievement of each District school six decades hence:
“Assuming the current trajectory of improvement, it will take approximately 33 years
(2045) to have 75 percent of the students testing at grade level in math and 63 years
(2075) for 75 percent to be at grade level in reading”, (IFF, p. 22).

No credible researcher with a passing familiarity of quantitative analysis would make such a
statement, or attempt to apply such a model for the purposes IFF’s study has done.4
When questioned about the effect of reported widespread cheating5 on standardized tests, Dr.
4

No modeled outputs are included in IFF’s study. It is likely that many schools’ regression models do
not produce tight fits, high R-square values, or statistically significant results.
5
Evans, Kane, “Unsolved Mystery: D.C. Public Schools Cheating Scandal”, American Thinker,
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Baber responded that the study’s large data set would wash out any effects. To the contrary, her
study tells us that each school’s forecast is based on as few as two, and no more than five, actual
data points.6
IFF’s methodology and analysis used to assign schools to a particular tier according to their
forecast median performance on standardized tests is essentially arbitrary and invalid.
IFF’s Recommendations are Without Basis
The premises for IFF’s recommendations are also without basis and appear to be the product of
confused thinking:
“The economic diversity of students in Tier 1 schools [higher performing schools] and
the geographic distribution of performing schools reaffirms that all students across the
District can and do succeed when given the chance to attend a performing school” (IFF,
p. 25, emphasis and materials in brackets added).

IFF’s “service gap” maps (maps 10, 12, and 14) shows a concentration of tier 1 schools in upper
Northwest, west of 16th Street. But even in these schools “all students” do not succeed.
Consider Murch Elementary and Wilson High School, both in affluent upper northwest DC. A
significant number of out-of-boundary students attend Murch, while Wilson draws students citywide. Murch’s 2010 DC-CAS results show 50 percent of its 36 “economically disadvantaged”
students in that year (representing 18 percent of all students tested in the school) to have not
made AYP in reading 2010. At nearby Wilson Senior High School, 36 percent of such students
did not do so.
Similar reasoning is behind IFF’s premise that closure and transfer of a school and its student
body to a charter operator suffices to confer high-performing status upon their “seats”. This
false premise occurs because IFF conflates a “seat” – the physical capacity for one student –
with the student sitting in it. A student sitting in a seat in a school transferred to a charter that
operates a high-performing school elsewhere is deemed to be sitting in a high-performing seat.
But “seats” and charter operators do not take DC-CAS tests – students do. IFF’s conflation of
seats and students leads it to conclude that performing seats can be ordered up like flapjacks at
the fireman’s supper:
“To accelerate performance in the District, add 27,070 performing seats in the Top Ten
January14, 2012. This reportedly occurred in 3 to 10 percent of DCPS schools.
6
“...a regression was run with each school’s percent of students that scored proficient or above....”, (IFF,
p. 6); and, “...while regressing five years of DC‐CAS results was the ideal, the sweeping changes in 2008
necessitated that schools with only three to four years of test data be included. An adjusted
calculation was made for schools with fewer than three years of reported DC‐CAS results” (IFF, p. 9).
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priority neighborhood clusters by 2016" (IFF, p. 42).

IFF’s study indicates that a closed school’s student body would remain largely intact, often in the
very same school building (IFF, p. 43). Accordingly, there is no basis to expect closed tier 4 (or
later, tier 3) schools to be performing seats upon re-opening when all that has occurred is a
transfer of operational management (change in governance).
Charter management was imposed on three chronically low-performing DCPS public high
schools in 2008 (Dunbar, Anacostia, and Coolidge). The performance of these three schools has
not been elevated as IFF suggests. In fact, the charter manager of two of these schools was
asked to leave after two years due to lack of improvement and widespread community
dissatisfaction.
IFF recommends targeting investment to tier 2 schools. Presumably, this would mean they
would be modernized and/or obtain other operational enhancements. In either case, IFF confers
tier 1 status upon them. For reasons unexplained, IFF arbitrarily prefers this (assumed) outcome
to investing in tier 3 and 4 schools that, by the same logic, would elevate them to tier 2 or 3.
IFF would withhold facility investment altogether from tier 4 schools by imposing a
burdensome, costly, time-consuming, and undefined “cost-benefit” requirement. There is little to
assure local schools or communities that there would be integrity in the cost/benefit analysis.

“Transformation” is Rare and Little Understood
The unstated premise behind IFF’s recommendation for tier 4 schools is that their closure and
transfer to charter operators will result in the a priori transformation of a lower-performing
school to a higher-performing school. For the parents and students attending these schools, this
would likely to prove to be a cruel illusion.
Consider that IFF has made similar recommendations in St. Louis, Chicago, Denver, Milwaukee,
and Kansas City. Yet neither IFF’s study nor its director of research can cite a single school
where this remarkable turnaround has occurred. When queried, Dr. Baber vaguely referred to
the U.S. Department of Education (DOEd) website for case studies of successful
transformations.
DOEd’s transformation case studies were prepared by the Institute of Education Science (IES).
A literature search found documentation for only 35 schools in which post-transformation
student performance improved. Notably, IES could find only “low” or “minimal” evidence to
link its recommended transformation strategies to improved student performance in these
schools. IES could not distinguish why efforts at these schools succeeded when so many others
failed. Consequently, IES warns:
The recommendations in this guide are based on a collection of case studies of low‐
performing schools that improved student achievement in one to three years. The
panel feels compelled to emphasize that the level of evidence is low because none of
the studies examined for this practice guide is based on a research methodology that
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7
yields valid causal inference.

In reality, there is no evidence that a change in governance of tier 4 schools will assure
their transformation to high-performing status. A well conceived and executed study
(Miron, 2009) published by CREDO at Stanford compared performance scores of
students in public charter schools to a matched traditional public school.8
Paired schools were matched by race, gender, special education, and English language
proficiency to a demographically comparable public school. The results for charters were
unimpressive. Only 17 percent outperformed their matched public school, while 36 percent
performed worse. The remainder of the pairs performed virtually the same.
A study of performance-based school closures (Engberg, 2011)8 also provides little support for
IFF’s premise, particularly as the District has no effective surplus capacity in its higherperforming schools. This study found students from closed lower-performing schools
experienced adverse affects when transferred, and that such affects could be minimized when
students were transferred to higher performing schools.
IFF’s recommendation that charters be allowed to open in closed public school buildings before
they are closed would likely to preclude any such beneficial effect as, upon re-opening as new
charter schools, they would retain substantially the same student body as attended the closed
school.
IFF shows DCPS to operate a number of higher-performing schools, and a number of lowerperforming schools to be operated by charters. IFF exhibits no interest as to what factors have
contributed to these outcomes.

Conclusion
In the final analysis, there is no valid evidence to justify the outcomes of IFF’s rankings and
recommendations. Their only predictable results would be the disruption of the lives of
thousands of students and families; the imposition of an arbitrary process to select schools for
dis-investment, investment, demolition, and closure; the transfer of control of school facilities to
a publicly-unaccountable appointed D.C. Public Charter School Board; and, the attendant loss of
public trust that would result.
7

Herman, R., Dawson, P., Dee, T., Greene, J., Maynard, R., Redding, S., and Darwin, M.
(2008). Turning Around Chronically Low-Performing Schools: A practice guide (NCEE #2008-4020).
Washington, DC: National Center for Education Evaluation and Regional Assistance, Institute of
Education Sciences, U.S. Department of Education, p. 6.
8
Miron, G. & Applegate, B. (2009). Review of “Multiple choice: Charter school performance in 16
states.” Boulder and Tempe: Education and the Public Interest Center & Education Policy Research Unit.
8
Enberg, J. (RAND), Epple, D. (CMU), et.al., “Closing Schools in a Shrinking District: Does Student
Performance Depend on Which Schools are Closed?”, Spring, 2011.
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Although IFF’s study must be rejected, we are in agreement that the District should focus on its
chronically lower-performing schools. It should do so in a manner that engages our citizens,
educators, stakeholders, and capable local researchers to formulate a strategy for success. Such
efforts could be informed by a study prepared for the District by the 21st Century School Fund,
Brookings, and the Urban Institute in 20089 that recommends actions to increase education
quality and housing opportunities. As part of an integrated strategy, we would not preclude the
participation of charter operators with successful turnaround experience for a particular school or
cluster.
We would also urge the District to stay the course on school modernizations and capacity-based
right-sizing, while re-doubling and expanding its restructuring efforts, and directing new
resources towards its chronically under-performing schools.
This will require additional resources which, together with other members of the Public
Education Finance Reform Commission (PEFRC), we have recommended by assigning a
funding “weight” to students who are economically-disadvantaged and substantially behind
grade level. The PEFRC also recommends an adequacy study that we hope will also identify
specific school-based resources needed to improve pupil performance in lower-performing
schools.
For these schools, DCPS must also concentrate on recruiting dynamic and successful principals
and educators to spearhead restructuring efforts, and also align its central office to support them.
For all such schools, it will also be necessary to develop other metrics of success that would
focus on stability, security, and fostering a culture of learning. Such metrics might include dropout rates, pupil transiency and turnover, tardiness and absenteeism, incidents of violence,
promotion and suspension rates, books checked out of the library, in-school tutoring, and
participation at parent-teacher conferences. Improvement in these indicators can be expected to
precede rising test scores.
None of the foregoing will instantaneously transform a lower-performing school to a higherperforming school. There are no magic wands or easy answers that would accomplish this,
despite what IFF would have us believe. We are confident, however, that positive results can
and will be obtained with focused, well-informed, and sustained efforts.
Let’s get to work.

9

“Quality Schools, Healthy Neighborhoods and the Future of DC”, 21st Century School Fund, Brookings,
and the Urban Institute, 2008. See: http://www.21csf.org/csfhome/publications/QualitySchoolsResearchReport/QualitySchoolsPolicyReport9-18-08.pdf.
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Appendix A, Google Scholar Search Results for IFF’s Dr. Baber
Search terms: author:jovita author:baber
Returns:
The construction of Empire: Politics, law and community in Tlaxcala, New Spain, 1521--1640
(Mexico)
RJ Baber - 2005 - gradworks.umi.com
Abstract: Thank you for your interest in this graduate work published by ProQuest's UMI
Dissertation Publishing group. This graduate work is no longer available through this web
page. If you are interested in this or other dissertations and theses published by ProQuest, ...
Cited by 3 - Related articles - Cached - Library Search
[CITATION] Sexual Orientation Issues in the USA
T Labriola, JQ Adams, V Huls, J Baber, R Schwitz… - 1993 - RMI Media Productions
Library Search
CATEGORIES, SELF-REPRESENTATION AND THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE INDIO S
RJ Baber - Journal of Spanish Cultural Studies, 2009 - Taylor & Francis
In 1529, the king of Spain issued a royal cédula in response to a petition from the community
of Tlaxcala in New Spain. In it, he wrote that “[he] was informed that the yndios of the
province of Tlaxcala were the ones who had best served the Crown during the conquest ...
Related articles - All 3 versions
Doctoral Dissertation Research: Native Litigiousness, Cultural Change and the Spanish Legal
System in Tlaxcala, New Spain (1580–1640)
J Baber - PoLAR: Political and Legal Anthropology Review, 2001 - Wiley Online Library
As contemporary Spaniards observed, and numerous scholars since have noted, native
people in colonial Latin America were extraordinarily litigious throughout the colonial period
(Borah 1983; Stern 1982; Taylor 1979). They used the imperial courts to challenge the ...
Related articles - All 2 versions
[CITATION] OPENING CLASSROOM CLOSETS: TEACHING ABOUT LESBIANS, GAY
MEN, AND BISEXUALS IN A MULTICULTURAL CONTEXT
RJ Baber… - Cultural diversity: curriculum, …, 1999 - Illinois Staff & Curriculum
Related articles
Súbditos nativos, la burocracia imperial y el derecho indiano: la construcción compartida del
Imperio
R Jovita Baber - … iberoamericana: XXXIV Reunión Anual de la …, 2004 - dialnet.unirioja.es
Localización: Estudios de historia iberoamericana: XXXIV Reunión Anual de la Society for
Spanish and Portuguese Historical Studies (SSPHS), Madrid, 2-5 de julio de 2003/coord.
por María Soledad Gómez Navarro, Vol. 2, 2004 (Estudios de historia iberoamericana II), ...
Cached
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